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Half day extreme tea country 
cycling quest – Dikoya  
“Gear up and escape on a mountain bike into 
the scenic tea country, and join the quest for 
hidden trails to forests, plantations, sleepy 
towns and waterfalls, mistily wrapped around 
the peaceful mountains of Dikoya”  
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Why should you book this trip? 
 Enjoy a ride amid the stunning sceneries, through tea plantations and small towns 

 Discover the gorgeous viewpoints and panoramic landscapes over the mountains 

 Visit a hill country tea estate – Norton Bridge Reservoir – and Hindu temples 

 Meet the locals and experience the authentic Sri Lankan culture 

 Be safe. Our experienced and knowledgeable tour guides will provide you with an unforgettable 
experience while taking care of the equipment and ensuring your safety 
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Quick Facts 
 Availability: Around the year 

 Starting/ending point: Dikoya Town 

 Preferred starting time: 7 a.m. or 2.30 p.m. 

 Duration: 5-6 hrs 

 Approximate cycling distance: 48 km  

 Grading: Soft/moderate cycling on gravel and tarmac roads 

 Not recommended for children under 12 years 
 
 
 

Tour in brief  
 This cycling route is specially designed for those who are passionate about biking and looking 

for authentic experiences. 

 You will meet your cycling guide in the town of Dikoya, from where you will start the 6-hour 
cycling tour after the initial briefing. 

 Then, the mountain cycling tour will take you amid tea plantations, small towns and rolling hills 
surrounded by beautiful sceneries over the mountain. During the tour, you will have chance to 
visit the Norton Bridge Reservoir, Hindu Kovils, and to interact with the local community. 

 Sri Lanka Day Tours, and its owning company Eco Team, specializes in offering professional 
and high-quality cycling tours in Sri Lanka since 2000. Every tour is carefully planned, and we 
want to provide you with the most unique experiences and authentic encounters while adapting 
the pace to your wishes. 

 
 

Important 
 Wear clothes that are lightweight and shoes suitable for cycling 

 Don’t forget the sunscreen   

 Bring something warm and waterproof for windy and rainy weather 
 
 

Included in the price  
 High-quality, well-maintained mountain bikes with helmets 

 Knowledgeable and experienced cycling guide   

 Water and snacks during the tour 

 Emergency backup at any time 

 All applicable Government taxes 
 

 Exclusions 

 Any transportation 

 Any additional beverage or food 

 Any personal effects not mentioned here 

 Any tips for the staff 

 
 


